DECLARATION / CHANGE OF MAJOR OR MINOR

Date: _____ / _____ / _____

Student Name: _____________________________________ ID # ____________________

I would like to:

_____ Declare a major (previously UNDECIDED)

    New Major: __________________________________

_____ Change my major from:

    Old Major: ________________________________ to

    New Major: ________________________________

_____ Add a SECOND major:

    Second Major: ______________________________

_____ Move from OLD program to NEW program within the same major.

_____ Add a Minor (please see current minor requirements for course selection)

    Minor: ____________________________________

    Minor Courses: 1. __________________________
                      2. __________________________
                      3. __________________________
                      4. __________________________
                      5. __________________________

_____ Remove a Minor

_____ Remove a Second Major

Student Signature: _____________________________________ Date: ______________